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	The volume contains research studies that cover a wide range of topics related to ground improvement and subsurface structures. This selection of papers represents the state-of-the-art in the analysis and design of different techniques of the ground improvement and deep mixing techniques. It provides engineers and researchers with an update on the recent development in ground improvement techniques and on the analysis and design of important soil structures problems. The volume is based on the best contributions to the 2nd GeoMEast International Congress and Exhibition on Sustainable Civil Infrastructures, Egypt 2018 – The official international congress of the Soil-Structure Interaction Group in Egypt (SSIGE).
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Articulation and Intelligibility (Synthesis Lectures on Speech and Audio Processing)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
This lecture is a review of what is known about modeling human speech recognition (HSR). A model is proposed, and data are tested against the model.
There seem to be a large number of theories, or points of view, on how human speech recognition functions, yet few of these theories are comprehensive. What is needed is a set of models that are...
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The Complete Android Guide: 3Ones3ones, Incorporated, 2011

	Google's Android operating system for phones is definitely a moving target. During the production of this book's first version, the latest Android version available on a cutting-edge phone jumped from 1.6 to 2.2. In that time, too, phones made by HTC and Motorola became exceedingly popular, and modified versions of the Android...
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Java Foundation Classes in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 1999

	
		Java Foundation Classes in a Nutshell is an indispensable quick reference for Java programmers who are writing applications that use graphics or graphical user interfaces. The author of the bestsellingJava in a Nutshell has written fast-paced introductions to the Java APIs that comprise the Java Foundation Classes...
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Foundation XML and E4X for Flash and FlexFriends of Ed, 2009
This book started out as an update to my first book on Flash and XML. Originally, the idea was to update the content with the changes to XML in ActionScript 3.0. However, when it came to drafting the table of contents, I realized that there was a whole audience of Flex developers who would also benefit from a book about XML and ActionScript 3.0....
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Head First Mobile Web (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2011

	
		Mobile web usage is exploding. Soon, more web browsing will take place on phones and tablets than PCs. Your business needs a mobile strategy, but where do you start? Head First Mobile Web shows how to use the web tech- nology you’re already familiar with to make sites and apps that work on any device of any size. Put...
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Manufacturing Processes for Advanced CompositesElsevier Limited, 2004


	This book deals is intended for anyone wishing to learn more about the

	materials and manufacturing processes used to fabricate and assemble

	advanced composites. Although advanced composites can mean many

	different types of fibers in either polymer, metal or ceramic matrices, this

	book deals with the three main fibers (glass,...
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